What drives people's choices in turn-taking games,
if not game-theoretic rationality?
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Introduction

• Backward Induction (BI) only considers future moves of players, believing that deviators will `return to their senses'.
• Extensive-Form Rationalizable (EFR) strategies also consider what the underlying motives of previous moves of players may be.
• A previous Marble Drop experiment [1] shows that participants may use EFR strategies, but other explanations for their behavior also exist.
• We rene the previous experiment, and analyze participant behavior both in terms of game-theoretic rationality as well as risk attitudes.

Game representation

Experimental Games

Participants control the orange trapdoors and
aim to have the marble end up in a bin with
as many orange marbles as possible. The computer player aims to maximize the number of
blue marbles and controls the blue trapdoors.

Participants played 8 representations each of 6 dierent games (rst payo is for player C ).

• Game 1 and Game 2 dier only in the payo of computer player C at the rst decision node.

• Games 3 and 4 dier from Games 1 and 2 only in payo of participant P at the nal leaf node.

Participants were informed of the following:
• The computer opponent always played the
best response to some belief about the future
actions of the participant.
• The computer opponent did not learn from
previous turns.

• Games 10 and 30 are truncated forms of Games 1 and 2, and of Games 3 and 4.

Research hypotheses
Strategies
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BI strategy

C: a; e

C: a; e

C: a; e, b; e, a; f, b; f

C: a; e, b; e, a; f, b; f

C: e

C: e, f

P: c; g

P: c; g

P: c; g, d; g, c; h, d; h

P: c; g, d; g, c; h, d; h

P: c; g

P: c; g, d; g, c; h, d; h

C: a; e

C: a; e

C: a; e, a; f, b; f

C: a; e, b; e, a; f, b; f

C: e

C: e, f

P: d; g

P: c; g

P: d; g, d; h

P: c; g, d; g, c; h, d; h

P: c; g

P: c; g, d; g, c; h, d; h

EFR strategy

• Participants P that make use of BI are expected not to dierentiate between Game 1 and 2, or between Game 3 and 4.
• Participants P that make use of EFR are expected to play c less in Game 1 than in Game 2, and less in Game 3 than in Game 4.

Results and discussion
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On aggregate, participant choices are consistent
with the use of EFR strategies.
• Individual participant choices show little

evidence of EFR strategies.

Latent class analysis identies three classes of
participant behavior:
• Only Class 3 (20% of participants) plays c
less often in Game 3 than in Game 4: EFR?
• Only Class 2 (34% of participants) favors the
cooperative (6, 4) outcome.
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